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Key takeaways
microsoft, oracle, And Salesforce Lead The 
Pack
Forrester’s research uncovered a market in which 
microsoft, oracle, and salesforce lead the pack. 
pegasystems, bpm’online, sAp, and sugarcrm 
offer competitive options. crmneXt, netsuite, 
and infor lag behind.

SFA Is The Foundation of An even Larger 
Sales Technology ecosystem
the traditional capabilities that support process 
consistency and forecasting are table stakes, 
but not differentiators. sFA solutions are crucial 
to empowering modern sellers to deliver high-
quality, high-touch customer experiences.

Seller Productivity, Application ecosystems, 
And AI Usher In A New Age of Selling
As legacy technology becomes outdated and 
less effective, watch for leading vendors to 
increase focus on seller needs. vendors that 
can drive efficiencies and provide intelligent 
recommendations to sellers position themselves 
to successfully help their customers win the 
hearts and wallets of modern buyers.

Why read this report

in our 35-criteria evaluation of sales force 
automation (sFA) providers, we identified the 10 
most significant ones — bpm’online, crmneXt, 
infor, microsoft, netsuite, oracle, pegasystems, 
salesforce, sAp, and sugarcrm — and 
researched, analyzed, and scored them. this 
report shows how each provider measures up 
and helps application development and delivery 
(AD&D) professionals make the right choice.
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sFA solutions shift the Focus to customer engagement

standardizing internal operations dominated the early years of sFA technology. the most common 
use of sFA was programmatically prescribing rigid sales processes wrapped around basic contact 
and account management. But in the age of the customer, buyers increasingly wield more power and 
influence over their customer journey. this shift showed that some sFA offerings weren’t effectively 
supporting the needs of sellers and frontline customer engagement professionals. AD&D leaders 
must navigate this shift to deliver solutions that meet the needs of sales management and provide 
functionality for sellers to deepen engagement with their prospects and customers.

Yesterday’s SFA Was A Sales management Tool . . .

over the last two decades, sFA has actually done very little to help salespeople sell. instead, the 
features and functionality of sFA solutions were designed around the needs of managers and 
executives. these tools allowed organizations to scale their businesses, but as buying behaviors 
changed, the solutions and strategies around them were slow to react. the vast majority of Forrester 
customers over this time have leveraged sFA to:

 › Standardize around rigid sales processes. in an effort to capitalize on the success of the few, 
many sFA implementations did nothing more than clone the processes of top performing sellers. 
this approach sufficed when buyers needed to engage with companies to educate themselves 
and make informed investments, but more empowered, digitally savvy buyers require personalized 
approaches, processes, and recommendations.

 › enforce inside-out performance metrics. thanks to rigid sales processes, companies began 
tracking arbitrary metrics around sales performance. many organizations still use sFA to track 
and report on things like the number of calls made, meetings scheduled, and contacts created. 
this focus on quantity doesn’t account for quality of engagement, and, therefore, doesn’t always 
correlate well with sales performance.

 › Provide forecast visibility and reports for managers. the administrative burden of manual 
opportunity management is the coup de grâce for sFA adoption. rather than focusing on buyer-
seller engagement, sFA was a glorified spreadsheet for forecasting. the irony in forecasting was, 
as sellers focused more time on reporting activities and updating forecasts, they spent less time 
with customers and improving the likelihood of winning deals.

. . . But Today’s Solutions Focus more on Seller empowerment

empowered buyers have reshaped what modern selling looks like. As buyers have more information 
at their fingertips, they have developed unique needs that require different levels of support, more 
responsive engagement, and enriched value-add engagement with the sellers that serve them. As a 
result, sFA vendors had to innovate and modernize their solutions to support new and evolving sales 
personas, create new efficiencies, and fill the gaps around seller functionality with first- or third-party 
solutions. today’s sFA solutions address these new needs by:
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 › Providing contextual experiences for various sales roles. there is no longer a one-size-fits-all 
sales rep. As newer roles emerge, like inside sales reps to more cost-effectively scale sales teams 
or customer success managers to drive retention and enrichment emerge, sFA vendors have built 
unique tailored experiences to better meet the specific needs of traditional and newer sales roles.

 › enhancing seller productivity. the biggest pain point around legacy sFA has been its negative 
impact on productivity, thanks in large part to the amount of manual data entry required by end 
users. today’s tools offer capabilities to meet sellers where they are, whether on their mobile device 
or in the context of familiar applications such as their email or calendar.

 › cultivating an ecosystem of sales applications to boost seller effectiveness. the gaps in 
seller-focused functionality are plentiful. As a result, sFA vendors have tried to expand the footprint 
of capabilities they offer. For each, this has been a mixture of expanding their current offering, 
acquiring the missing pieces, and standing up application marketplaces for third-party solutions.

 › Using AI and machine learning to guide selling actions. For years, sellers have been told 
they need to capture more data, but over that time, very few organizations have been able to 
understand the insights, and even fewer have been able to drive actionable recommendations 
against them. With customers craving insights, vendors have invested in delivering Ai-driven 
recommendations and next-best actions to enhance the sales experience.1

sales Force Automation evaluation overview

to assess the state of the sales force automation market and see how the vendors stack up 
against each other, Forrester evaluated the strengths and weaknesses of top sFA vendors. After 
examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we developed a 
comprehensive set of evaluation criteria. We evaluated vendors against 35 criteria, which we grouped 
into three high-level buckets:

 › current offering. each vendor’s position on the vertical axis of the Forrester Wave graphic 
indicates the strength of its current product offering. our evaluation of current capabilities focused 
on core and emerging sFA capabilities, including its support of a variety of sales personas, territory 
and quota management, partner relationship management, sales process support, and Ai and 
machine learning recommendations.

 › Strategy. A vendor’s position on the horizontal axis of the Forrester Wave graphic indicates our 
assessment of its strategy. We evaluated product strategy, go-to-market approach, supporting 
services, third-party ecosystem, and pricing transparency. We also conducted interviews with 
customers to evaluate their success with the product and outlook for the vendor’s ability to support 
their future needs.

 › market presence. the size of each vendor’s bubble on the Forrester Wave graphic indicates its 
market presence. We gauged the size of each vendor’s customer base in terms of the number of 
live installations and the total number of active users.
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evaluated Vendors And Inclusion criteria

Forrester included 10 vendors in the assessment: bpm’online, crmneXt, infor, microsoft, netsuite, 
oracle, pegasystems, salesforce, sAp, and sugarcrm. We did not assess solutions that were only 
developed to support a single industry. this evaluation focused on the core solution from each vendor 
as opposed to the breadth of their entire suites, unless specifically called out in the criteria. each 
vendor included in this Forrester Wave (see Figure 1):

 › offers a solution suitable for enterprise organizations with complex requirements. each of 
the products included in this Forrester Wave deliver a broad range of functionality within its core 
capabilities and provides a platform and business user tools to extend this functionality to meet the 
unique needs of each of its customers.

 › Provides a solution targeted at multiple industries. evaluated vendors target buyers across a 
diverse range of industries and sales models, including B2B, B2c, and B2B2c.

 › Has a product in general release and in use by customers. the solutions have a specific release 
that was generally available at the time of data collection for this evaluation, with references 
available for contact.

 › Appears regularly in Forrester customer inquiries. each of the included applications is of high 
interest to a large sample of Forrester customers, as evidenced by the frequency of appearance in 
inquiries.
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FIGUre 1 evaluated vendors: product information And selection criteria

Vendor

bpm’online

CRMNEXT

Infor

Microsoft

NetSuite

Oracle

Pegasystems

Salesforce

SAP

SugarCRM

Product evaluated

bpm’online

CRMNEXT

Infor CRM

Microsoft Dynamics 365

NetSuite CRM+

Oracle Sales Cloud

Pega Sales Automation

Sales Cloud

SAP Hybris Sales Cloud

Sugar

Product version
evaluated

7.9

V6.6

8.3.04

Microsoft Dynamics 365

n/a

Release 12

7.2.2

Spring ’17

Version 1702

Version 7.9

Version
release date

December 2016

January 2017

November 2016

November 2016

n/a

February 2017

February 2017

February 2017

February 2017

Spring 2017

Each vendor we included:

• Offers a solution suitable for enterprise organizations with complex requirements.

• Provides a solution targeted at multiple industries.

• Has a product in general release and in use by customers.

• Appears regularly in Forrester customer inquiries.

Vendor inclusion criteria
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vendor profiles

this evaluation of the sFA market is intended to be a starting point only. We encourage clients to view 
detailed product evaluations and adapt criteria weightings to fit their individual needs through the 
Forrester Wave excel-based vendor comparison tool (see Figure 2).

FIGUre 2 Forrester Wave™: sales Force Automation solutions, Q2 ‘17

Challengers Contenders Leaders
Strong

Performers

StrategyWeak Strong

Current
offering

Weak

Strong

Go to Forrester.com
to download the 
Forrester Wave tool for 
more detailed product 
evaluations, feature 
comparisons, and 
customizable rankings.

Market presence

Full vendor participation

Incomplete vendor participation

bpm’online

CRMNEXT

Infor

Microsoft

NetSuite

Oracle
Pegasystems

SalesforceSAP

SugarCRM
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FIGUre 2 Forrester Wave™: sales Force Automation solutions, Q2 ‘17 (cont.)

All scores are based on a scale of 0 (weak) to 5 (strong).
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Leaders

 › microsoft delivers on intelligent seller productivity. Based in redmond, Washington, microsoft 
is building out its intelligent offerings and unifying its sFA solution with its larger portfolio. the 
2016 transition to Dynamics 365 brought a heightened focus on seller productivity, with deep 
integrations into office 365 and outlook.2 microsoft also delivers very strong analytics capabilities, 
including its machine learning and Ai offerings, as well as power Bi. While support for traditional 
sales roles is strong, microsoft must improve the experience for indirect channels and emerging 
roles like inside sales and customer success.

With all the hype around artificial intelligence (Ai) and machine learning, microsoft shows 
considerable maturity in both its execution and vision for how advanced analytics will transform 
selling. customers rate microsoft’s pace and penchant for innovation very highly. the potential 
around analytics only improves with its acquisition of linkedin. microsoft needs to improve its 
ecosystem of both technology and services partners. With any sFA solution, there are gaps in 
more discrete functionality, and microsoft needs to court more isvs and systems implementers to 
seamlessly plug the gaps.

microsoft is a best fit for companies looking to capitalize on the productivity gains of their other 
microsoft cloud investments, namely office 365, and those companies that are bullish and looking 
to disrupt their peers with Ai and machine learning.

 › oracle delivers a broad portfolio of selling apps on a common platform. Based in redwood 
shores, california, oracle takes more of a first-party approach than its competitors. oracle extends 
the value of its sales cloud with partner relationship management (prm), sales performance 
management (spm), customer data management (cDm), and configure-price-quote (cpQ), all on 
a single platform. oracle surfaces all of this data via the built-in business intelligence capabilities 
of the product. oracle shines at the core, but lacks depth for emerging sales roles such as inside 
sales and customer success.

oracle’s strength comes from its balance of solution breadth, horizontal innovation, and industry 
specialization. oracle focused its investments in recent years on expanding the breadth of its 
functionality and recalibrating on appropriate vertical depth for its product. looking to the future, 
oracle is focusing on innovation, especially in areas like mobility and Ai. oracle customers that we 
spoke to for this report have concerns over whether they’re moving too fast. they cited oracle’s 
propensity to deliver a lot of functionality in new releases, but that they require better testing, as 
they can break existing functionality.

oracle is a best fit for companies that are looking to leverage a common platform to power the 
majority of their sales apps. the common platform underpinning sFA, prm, spm, and cpQ allows 
companies to leverage a common data model, extensibility platform, and user interface. oracle 
extends the platform for a wide array of verticals, allowing AD&D professionals to shorten their 
time-to-value across these applications.
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 › Salesforce boasts the SFA ecosystem with the greatest gravitational pull. Based in san 
Francisco, salesforce continues to expand on its strong market positioning by expanding its first-
party capabilities alongside its very successful Appexchange. to differentiate against the other 
leaders, it has focused on seller personas, specifically inside sales via its capabilities in lightning 
sales console and, subsequently, with einstein High velocity sales cloud.3 While it falls short in 
areas like quota and incentive compensation, many of its customers find these capabilities in the 
salesforce ecosystem.

salesforce continues to be an innovative force in the sFA market, and its customers applaud its 
vision for the future of sales automation. With an already mature ecosystem to round out your 
selling needs, salesforce has put all its efforts into intelligent sales engagement with einstein and 
modernizing its UX with lightning. salesforce will be hard-pressed to ensure seamless migrations 
from its classic experience to its lightning experience, while keeping pace with its own innovation 
standard and addressing the need to deliver unique user and industry experiences for its product.

salesforce is a best fit for companies that need to deliver core sFA capabilities on a proven 
platform, but have a desire to differentiate around the fringes with leading point solutions. these 
companies will have dedicated salesforce admins and developers to stitch together the salesforce 
and ecosystem apps to bring the seller experience to life.

Strong Performers

 › Pegasystems delivers strong process-centric crm, but lacks ecosystem depth. Based 
in cambridge, massachusetts, pegasystems leverages its rich pedigree as a leading business 
process management platform to extend core sFA capabilities with customized front-office 
customer processes and strong analytics-driven seller recommendations. customers give 
pegasystems high marks for its platform’s ability to adapt to the most complex business 
needs. But pegasystems falls short in delivering extended sFA capabilities around incentive 
compensation, territory, and quota management.

At the core of pegasystems’ strategy is the ability to meet the customer in context. it leverages 
business process management and dynamic case management to fine tune sales processes, 
while augmenting decision making with advanced analytics and allowing reps to work offline. the 
strength of the platform means it relies too strongly on its services partner network for extending 
their solution, as opposed to partnering with isvs to deliver best-in-class solutions. customer 
references we spoke with have cited its lack of integrations or connectors to other products in the 
sales and marketing arenas.

pegasystems is best for companies with sales processes that are complex or require customer 
involvement. pegasystems’ background in financial services, insurance, and healthcare make it a 
strong solution for managing complex sales and supporting customer engagement functions.
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 › bpm’online provides solid core persona support, but is light on operational functions. 
Boston-based bpm’online delivers a wealth of packaged sales personas and processes and a 
community-driven library of sFA extensions geared toward shortening customer time-to-value. As 
a result, customer references cite bpm’online’s solution as being uniquely easy for nontechnical 
users to administer and for individual sellers to customize. outside of its strong sales process and 
user support, bpm’online offers lighter-weight operational capabilities like incentive and quota 
management capabilities.

bpm’online’s strategy tackles the challenge of user adoption head-on by providing a very user-
friendly interface; detailed, role-specific processes and analytics; and data-driven suggested sales 
guidance. As a company with a large european install base, bpm’online faces the difficult task of 
growing the business in north America. bpm’online needs to scale sales and support staff in north 
America, while also recruiting isv partners that many north American companies have come to 
expect from enterprise sFA solutions.

bpm’online is a best fit for growing sales organizations that might not have dedicated technical 
support or administrators because it offers a user-friendly administration console and a modern 
user experience. these companies can grow and scale with bpm’online, adjusting their processes 
as needed.

 › SAP delivers real time insights, but with a back-office slant. Based in Walldorf, Germany, 
sAp combines rich back-office data with front-office customer engagement processes. With tight 
integrations to their back-office solutions like s/4 HAnA, sAp allows sellers to easily execute on 
opportunity-to-order processes like order capture and fulfillment. Where operations, reporting, 
and back-office insights shine, sAp only has a few use cases for Ai to support customer-facing 
processes or sales rep guidance. Although customers gave sAp high marks for road map 
execution, they expressed a desire to see more innovation.

sAp’s goal is to allow sellers to sell anytime, anywhere. they continue to make the point of the 
transaction central to the sales process, and accentuate the value of having access to your back-
office data handy to drive real-time selling recommendations. sAp Hybris sales cloud is a growing 
product, and some growing pains remain. in the past, the Hybris portfolio has used a mixture of isv 
apps and Hybris-as-a-service (yaas) microservices to extend core products, but the path ahead for 
sales is less clear. Beyond extensions, customers cite difficulty securing qualified implementation 
and support resources.

sAp is a best fit for organizations that have already chosen sAp as strategic partner for things 
like erp, analytics, and commerce. in addition to the alignment between back and front office, 
the power of sAp Hybris commerce makes Hybris sales cloud a good fit for omnichannel sales 
organizations with a slant toward commerce.
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 › Sugarcrm provides strong customization capabilities, but lacks depth. Based in cupertino, 
california, sugarcrm’s strengths lie in its platform and openness. customers point to sugarcrm’s 
price point, openness, and administrative tooling as the leading reasons for selecting it. most 
companies choosing sugarcrm make sFA unique to their businesses, but depth comes at the 
cost of a strong and flexible core. sugarcrm lacks depth for roles like indirect sellers, and it 
provides limited packaged reports and dashboards for surfacing better insights.

sugarcrm is one of the few vendors in the market that has a strong ecosystem and strategy for 
fostering its growth. sugarexchange is a marketplace that features many leading point solutions 
to improve sFA adoption, effectiveness, and stickiness, and sugarcrm has been improving 
its system implementation (si) partner lineup considerably in recent years with additions like 
infosys, Wipro, and Hp enterprise. sugarcrm remains largely horizontal, and customization or 
verticalization requires the work of partners or customers.

sugarcrm is a best fit for companies looking for a low-cost alternative to most other enterprise 
solutions, but it still offers a strong ecosystem and allows the requisite level of customization to 
make sFA a differentiated part of its business.

contenders

 › crmNeXT delivers deep functionality, leaning heavily toward financial services. Based in 
noida, india, crmneXt delivers a modern user experience coupled with advanced seller-focused 
features like its trinity cross sell and catalyst performance modelers. it also offers deep and 
flexible process support for customer engagement processes, but its depth means that they skew 
heavily toward verticals — namely those around financial services. this means that support for 
roles like field sales or indirect channels haven’t received the same attention as in-branch or digital 
personas.

crmneXt shines when it comes to delivering customer-centric process as another layer on sFA, 
specifically for financial services. customers we spoke to appreciate the depth of understanding 
of the vertical needs and ability to execute against them. However, as a growing india-based 
company, many buyers in north America are not as familiar with crmneXt. it must improve its 
geographic reach — both in terms of sales and support staff — and appeal to grow and be more 
relevant on the global stage.

crmneXt is a best fit for financial services firms that don’t want to waste time trying to make a 
horizontal solution fit the needs of financial services. potential customers can trust its industry 
depth and its ability to execute due to their proven track record of supporting implementations 
larger than 75,000 users.

 › NetSuite provides an integrated crm platform, but SFA on its own is less valuable. Based 
in san mateo, california, netsuite excels not with the depth of the product, but by the breadth of 
available capabilities and its integrations across its portfolio. netsuite goes beyond forecasting 
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and opportunity management down to the level where companies can manage quoting and order 
management, as well as regular operational commission calculations. the focus on operations 
doesn’t carry over well into extending sFA with more seller-focused functionality like content 
management or robust productivity tools.

netsuite does deliver on the power of an integrated platform, from unification across its crm 
products, to the visibility or orders and transactional data from erp, to supporting omnichannel 
sales with integration into ecommerce. this broad focus means that netsuite is not going to 
pioneer innovation within sFA. netsuite’s strategy will continue to be the whole is greater than the 
sum of the parts, especially as it pertains to the mid- and upper-mid-market.

netsuite is a best fit for midsize companies looking to create a unified front office and back 
office in the cloud. Alone, netsuite’s sFA solution delivers core functionality, but the true value of 
selecting netsuite comes from the integrations across its crm and erp products as an end-to-
end solution.

 › Infor delivers strong operational capabilities, but must catch up on seller-focus. Based in new 
york city, infor delivers a well-rounded sFA solution and excels in operational and process-centric 
areas like territory and quota management, product catalogs, and quoting. infor has begun shifting 
to a more seller-focused model by leveraging technologies like ming.le, its social collaboration and 
business process management platform, but they lack depth in contextualized experiences for 
today’s popular sales personas and the emerging sales personas of tomorrow.

infor has predominantly served mid- and upper-mid-market customers, but it is making strides to 
move up market. Behind this push are the focus on industry verticals as well as recent investments 
— e.g., its acquisition of Birst to enhance its Bi capabilities and its plans to launch an application 
marketplace for third party solutions.4 to scale its business, infor still needs to expand its developer 
ecosystem and implementation partner strategy, while focusing more on bringing new and existing 
customers onto its cloud solution.

infor is a best fit for organizations that fall within its core verticals, with needs that span all infor’s 
cX products, including the various crm components and cpQ.
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supplemental material

online resource

the online version of Figure 2 is an excel-based vendor comparison tool that provides detailed product 
evaluations and customizable rankings.

Data Sources Used In This Forrester Wave

Forrester used a combination of three data sources to assess the strengths and weaknesses of each 
solution. We evaluated the vendors participating in this Forrester Wave, in part, using materials that 
they provided to us by June 2, 2017.

 › Vendor surveys. Forrester surveyed vendors on their capabilities as they relate to the evaluation 
criteria. once we analyzed the completed vendor surveys, we conducted vendor calls where 
necessary to gather details of vendor qualifications.

https://go.forrester.com/apps/
http://forr.com/1einFan
http://www.forrester.com/Analyst-Advisory/-/E-MPL172
https://www.forrester.com/events?N=10006+5025
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 › Product demos. We asked vendors to conduct demonstrations of their products’ functionality. We 
used findings from these product demos to validate details of each vendor’s product capabilities.

 › customer reference calls. to validate product and vendor qualifications, Forrester also conducted 
reference calls with three of each vendor’s current customers.

The Forrester Wave methodology

We conduct primary research to develop a list of vendors that meet our criteria to be evaluated in this 
market. From that initial pool of vendors, we then narrow our final list. We choose these vendors based 
on: 1) product fit; 2) customer success; and 3) Forrester client demand. We eliminate vendors that have 
limited customer references and products that don’t fit the scope of our evaluation.

After examining past research, user need assessments, and vendor and expert interviews, we develop 
the initial evaluation criteria. to evaluate the vendors and their products against our set of criteria, 
we gather details of product qualifications through a combination of lab evaluations, questionnaires, 
demos, and/or discussions with client references. We send evaluations to the vendors for their review, 
and we adjust the evaluations to provide the most accurate view of vendor offerings and strategies.

We set default weightings to reflect our analysis of the needs of large user companies — and/or 
other scenarios as outlined in the Forrester Wave evaluation — and then score the vendors based 
on a clearly defined scale. We intend these default weightings to serve only as a starting point and 
encourage readers to adapt the weightings to fit their individual needs through the excel-based tool. 
the final scores generate the graphical depiction of the market based on current offering, strategy, and 
market presence. Forrester intends to update vendor evaluations regularly as product capabilities and 
vendor strategies evolve. For more information on the methodology that every Forrester Wave follows, 
please visit the Forrester Wave™ methodology Guide on our website.

Integrity Policy

We conduct all our research, including Forrester Wave evaluations, in accordance with the integrity 
policy posted on our website.

http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/forrester-wave-methodology.html
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
http://www.forrester.com/marketing/policies/integrity-policy.html
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endnotes
1 Forty-six percent of business and technology professionals have identified marketing/sales as a top area for the 

evaluation or investment in Ai technologies. see the Forrester report “Ai must learn the Basics Before it can 
transform marketing.”

2 source: takeshi numoto, “turning business process into business advantage for organizations everywhere,” microsoft 
blog, July 6, 2016 (https://blogs.microsoft.com/blog/2016/07/06/turning-business-process-into-business-advantage-
for-organizations-everywhere/#sm.00000sv1trqrodyyu901fm3vsdcoc).

3 source: “salesforce introduces einstein High velocity sales cloud - the next Generation of sales powered 
by Ai,” salesforce press release, April 4, 2017 (https://www.salesforce.com/company/news-press/press-
releases/2017/04/170404-3.jsp).

4 Source: “infor completes Acquisition of Birst,” Infor press release, June 1, 2017 (http://www.infor.com/company/news/
pressroom/pressreleases/birst-acquisition/?refreshcache1/).

http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137223
http://www.forrester.com/go?objectid=RES137223
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